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ABSTRACT

A method of controlling access to web content at a client
computer. The method includes registering an access control
status at the client computer, and detecting an attempt to
access a website having an access control mechanism. In
response to such detection, the access attempt is suspended
and said access control status registered at the client computer
compared with an access control status currently registered at
the website. If these do not correspond, then the access con
trol status registered at the website is changed to correspond
with that registered at the client computer.
11 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets
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CONTROLLING ACCESS TO WEB CONTENT

As well as implementing restrictions on the client side,
some websites including Google and Youtube offer a further
level of protection by allowing users to register a status with
a website based “parental” control mechanism. These mecha
nism generally rely upon a username and password in order to
set and modify the registered status. Once registered, data is
stored at the client computer, e.g. by way of a cookie, such
that any request sent from the client computer to the website
is handled according to the status previously registered at the
website. A possible problem with at least some of these website-based control mechanisms is that they allow a restricted
user to create a new, alternative user profile set for unre
stricted access, effectively over-riding a restrictive profile
previously established at the website by a parent or adminis
trator. Assuming that access to the website is not otherwise
restricted on the client side, the creation of the alternative
profile allows the restricted user to gain unrestricted access to
the website. Even if the restricted user is unable to create such
a fake profile at a website, the existing security approaches
rely of course upon a parent or administrator initially creating
a restricted profile at the website. It will be appreciated that,
for many parents and administrators, this may not be the case
particularly for sites that are not known or used by the parent/
administrator.

TECHNICAL FIELD
The present invention relates to a method of controlling
access to web content at a client computer connected to the
Internet. The invention also relates to a computer configured
to implement such a method, and to a corresponding com
puter program. The invention is applicable in particular,
though not necessarily, to a mechanism for preventing the
downloading and display of unsuitable content at client com
puters connected to the Internet.
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Much of the content available for downloading from the
world wide web (www) is unsuitable for viewing by children.
This includes in particular material of an adult or otherwise
disturbing nature. Even adult users may wish to be protected
from viewing material that they deem to be offensive. Organi
sations and businesses also often wish to restrict access to
such material to prevent employees from viewing this mate
rial during working hours. Users that have restrictions
imposed upon them, or choose to apply restrictions to them
selves, are referred to below as “restricted users”. Content
that should not be provided to such users is referred to as
“restricted content”.
Access to unsuitable material may be controlled by imple
menting software procedures on client computers and/or
local area network servers. For example, software may be run
on a client computer which integrates or interfaces with a web
browser application to filter outgoing web access requests and
received web pages and data. Such mechanisms often rely on
parsing incoming and outgoing data to detect the occurrence
of suspicious text and or images, for example by matching
this data against a database of known suspicious data.
Another mechanism for restricting access involves maintain
ing at the client computer a database of suspicious websites
(e.g. by recording uniform resource locators, URLs) corre
sponding to known websites to which access should be
restricted, intercepting web download requests generated by a
web browser, and blocking access when the URLs of the
outgoing requests match those in the stored database. An
alternative approach is to define at the client computer a white
list of approved URLs, and to restrict access to only those
URLs.
The known approaches are very effective at blocking
access to websites, such as adult websites, which are wholly
dedicated to distributing restricted content and which have no
other content which a restricted user might otherwise wish to
view. There are however certain websites which restricted
users may wish to view for legitimate purposes but which also
provide restricted content. Examples of such sites include
Google™ and Youtube™ as well as other search engines and
file sharing sites. In such cases, for example, an employee at
an organisation implementing access restrictions may wish to
view a particular video on Youtube which is not offensive and
required for a valid work purpose. This should be allowed,
whilst at the same time the user should be prevented from
viewing restricted content. The approach described above of
restricting access at the client to certain websites is unlikely to
be effective in this situation, as it is highly unlikely that the
restriction list maintained at the client will include web URLs
in sufficient detail to discriminate between restricted and
unrestricted pages within the website. Content filtering on the
other hand may allow certain restricted content to pass, while
blocking certain unrestricted content.
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It is an object of the present invention to allow a parent or
computer administrator to easily and, to a large extent auto
matically, ensure that website-based parental control mecha
nisms are correctly applied when handling website requests
generated by a client computer. This and other objects are
achieved by registering a parental control status at the client
computer and ensuring that this registered status is enforced
by a website-based parental control mechanism.
According to a first aspect of the present invention there is
provided a method of controlling access to web content at a
client computer. The method comprises registering an access
control status at the client computer, and detecting an attempt
to access a website having an access control mechanism. In
response to such detection, the access attempt is suspended
and said access control status registered at the client computer
compared with an access control status currently registered at
the website. If these do not correspond, then the access con
trol status registered at the website is changed to correspond
with that registered at the client computer.
Embodiments of the invention may be used to prevent a
user of the client computer circumventing a previously set
access control status at a website, and will ensure that a status
is set where none was previously set. Providing that access to
the service handling the status check and setting at the client
computer is restricted, e.g. with a username andpassword, the
method presents a secure and very easy to use solution.
Reference here to an access attempt is intended to cover
various website access attempts, including, for example, log
ging on to a website for the first time, accessing pages and
content within a website, etc.
The method may comprise providing at the client computer
a list of web addresses, each address corresponding to a
website having an access control mechanism allowing access
to certain content to be controlled. In this case, said step of
detecting an attempt to access a website having an access
control mechanism may comprise comparing a web address
associated with the access attempt against web addresses in
said list. Apartial match, e.g. of a top-level part of a URL, may
be sufficient to indicate detection of an attempt to access a
website having an access control mechanism.
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Typically, said addresses contained within the list are Uni
form Resource Locators, URLs. An attempt to access one of
the websites may comprise the entry of the URL into the
address line of a web browser, or the clicking on a link in a
webpage or other document where the link is associated with
the URL. The method comprises intercepting the submitted
URL and suspending the access attempt until the check is
performed.
It will be appreciated that the addresses within the list may
be IP addresses whereby IP addresses entered at the client
computer, or resolved from URLs entered at the client termi
nal, are compared against the IP addresses in the list.
The method may be applied on a per user profile basis,
where the or each user profile implemented at the client
computer is associated with an access control status regis
tered at the client computer.
According to one embodiment of the present invention,
said predefined list of addresses is maintained at the client
computer. Access to that list is controlled to prevent unautho
rised modifications being made. Updates to the list may be
pushed or otherwise downloaded to the client computer from
a server operated by a provider of security software, e.g. to
which a user of the client computer subscribes. Alternatively,
the predefined list of addresses may be maintained at a server,
with a component at the client computer forwarding website
addresses entered at the client computer to the server for
checking. In this case, the server receives the requested URL,
checks this against the list, and returns a response to the client
computer indicating the result.
The step of comparing an access control status registered at
the client computer with an access control status currently
registered at the website may comprise downloading from the
website to the client a webpage indicating the access control
status currently registered at the website. The client computer
may maintain addresses of such web pages. These addresses
are mapped to corresponding addresses within said pre
defined list of addresses. Where the method comprises chang
ing the parental control status registered at the website to
correspond with that registered at the client, the client may
further download from the website a webpage allowing the
setting of the parental control status registered at the website.
Again, the client may maintain a list of addresses of such web
pages and, if required, appropriate data entry fields and set
tings within the web pages. The links may be associated with
corresponding addresses within said predefined list of
addresses.
It will be appreciated that the method presented above is
automated in the sense that the user is not involved in the URL
scanning and status checking/changing process. Indeed, this
may be transparent to the user.
The method may be implemented by way of an application
or set of applications running on the client computer. The
method may be implemented as a web browser plug-in or
similar program.
According to a second aspect of the present invention there
is provided a computer program for causing a client computer
to control access to web content at the client computer. In
particular, the computer program causes the client computer
to register an access control status at the client computer, and
detect an attempt to access a website having an access control
mechanism. In response to such detection, the access attempt
is suspended and the access control status registered at the
client computer is compared with an access control status
currently registered at the website. If these do not correspond,
the access control status registered at the website is changed
to correspond with that registered at the client.

According to a third aspect of the present invention there is
provided a computer configured to operate as a client com
puter to provide a user with access to web content over the
Internet. The computer comprises a registration unit for reg
istering an access control status, and a monitoring unit for
detecting an attempt to access a website having an access
control mechanism. This monitoring unit is configured, in
response to such detection, to suspend the access attempt and
compare said access control status registered at the client
computer with an access control status currently registered at
the website. The monitoring unit is further configure, if these
do not correspond, to change the access control status regis
tered at the website to correspond with that registered at the
client computer.
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FIG. 1 illustrates schematically a computer network with
connectivity provided via the Internet;
FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of controlling
access to web content at a client connected to the internet; and
FIG. 3 illustrates schematically a client computer coupled
to the internet for the purpose of accessing websites.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
As has been discussed above, a problem with current Inter
net services is that, whilst certain websites implement custom
parental control mechanisms in order to enforce safe or oth
erwise controlled browsing by end users, it can be relatively
simple for the end users to override the custom mechanisms,
for example by creating alternative, fake profiles and regis
tering these with the website.
It is proposed here to address this problem by implement
ing a service at the client computer, for example a service that
cooperates with a web browser running on the client com
puter, that is aware of a parental control status registered for
the user at the client computer and which ensures that this
status corresponds to the status that is currently registered at
a website being accessed (and which implements a parental
control mechanism).
In the following discussion, reference is made to a “user
instance” to identify a particular user session being imple
mented at a client computer. Often, several user profiles are
created at a single client computer with different settings
being applied to each. For example, a parent family member
may have a personal user profile which allows the parent to
have administrator access rights to all profiles, whilst a child
has its own profile with settings imposed by the parent. When
a user logs onto the computer using his or her own user
profile, a user instance conforming to that profile is estab
lished.
FIG. 1 illustrates schematically a computer network in
which the Internet provides a communication channel
between computers coupled to it. The Figure illustrates an
example client computer 1 which is configured with a set of
(three) user profiles 2, i.e. allowing three different users to use
the computer 1 according to their pre-set profiles. A number
of web servers 3 are also coupled to the Internet and provide
respective web services. A security server 4 is also coupled to
the Internet and provides data to client computers to enable
these computers, including illustrated computer 1, to imple
ment the security service described below.
It is envisaged that parental control policies are applied to
the different user profiles by way of a security service that is
also running on the client computer. The security service may
be implemented, for example, by way of a standalone soft
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ware application, as part of a general security application
such as an Internet security application, or as a web browser
plug-in. Typically, a parent having administrator rights set for
his or her profile would also have a username and password
which allows them to use the security application to impose a
parental control status on the various user profiles. For
example, the parent may set the parental control status for his
or her own user profile to an unrestricted status, whilst the
status of a child user profile is set to a restricted or safe-mode
status. Once set, the security application would not allow the
status for a particular user profile to be changed without input
of the correct username and password.
The security service implemented on the client computer
maintains a database of popular web-based services which
support parental control. This database typically comprises,
for each such service, a top level Uniform Resource Locator
(URL). For example, the database may contain for the Google
website service the URL “www.google.com”. Similarly, for
the Youtube service the database includes the URL “www.youtube.com”. In addition, the database includes for each such
service, instructions detailing how to obtain the current
parental control status for an ongoing session involving the
website. For example, in the case of the Google service, the
instructions identify the page “http://www.google.com/
preferences?hl=en”, as well as an identification of the status
field “safe UI” within that webpage. In the case ofthe Youtube
service, the Youtube URL is mapped to instructions that
specify that a safety mode setting is identified at the bottom of
every Youtube page. The database associated with the secu
rity service may be updated periodically with data sent to the
client computer, via the Internet, from a web server operated
by the provider of the security service.
Typically, the security application runs automatically on
starting up the computer, or is run automatically when a web
browser is opened, and running ofthe security application can
only be stopped by the administrating user. Upon start-up, the
security application determines the identity of the user that is
currently logged-on to the computer, and retrieves the previ
ously set parental control status for that user. The security
service then operates to enforce this status.
The security service monitors all web download requests
generated by the current user instance on the client computer.
Requests may be generated, for example, by a user entering a
URL into the address line of a web browser or by clicking on
a link in a page displayed in the web browser window or, for
example, in an email or other document format. The security
service will typically intercept outgoing requests, e.g. http
Get requests, and, rather than immediately processing and
sending the download requests to a destination website, the
security service is configured to delay the requests pending
security checks. In particular, the security service determines
whether or not the submitted URL matches any URL in the
database. A match may be found, for example, when a sub
mitted URL exactly matches a URL within the database. A
match may also be identified when a top level part of the
submitted URL matches the URL within the database. Thus,
for example, a match would be found when a user enters the
domain name “www.video.google.co.uk” when the database
only contains the URL “www.google.co.uk”. If no match is
found, the security service may allow the request to be sub
mitted, depending of course upon local filter rules and, for
example, a requested webpage is loaded into a browser win
dow. In some cases, local rules (e.g. enforced by a parental
control mechanism within the web browser) may block sub
mission to sites that are not included on an authorised brows
ing list held at the client computer.

If a match is found for the submitted URL in the database,
this indicates to the security service that a parental control
mechanism is employed at the corresponding website, and
that a check should be made on the status currently set on that
parental control mechanism. The security service therefore
obtains from its database the instructions for checking and
handling this status. Considering the above examples, for a
Google related URL submission, the security application will
request
the
page
“http://www.google.com/
preferences?hl=en”, and will determine the status of the field
“safe UI” in the downloaded page. The security service may
download the relevant page independently of the web
browser, or at least in such a way that the page is not displayed
in an open browser window.
The security service then checks the determined website
parental control status against the status held by the security
service for the user profile currently in use. If the former is
less restrictive than the latter, the security service will follow
instructions to cause the website parental control status to be
changed to a more restrictive level. In the case of Google, this
will involve the construction and submission of the form
request “google.com/setpres”. The security service will
repeat this procedure each time the user tries to access the
Google site. This could be at each fresh attempt to access the
site, or at each attempt to access content once an initial access
has been made. The latter prevents a user from circumventing
the security mechanism by resetting the website parental
control mechanism once an initial access has been made. For
example, the security procedure may be repeated each time a
user clicks on a link to download new content from the web
site.
The security service may be implemented such that it does
not perform checks on URL submissions where the status
held by the service for an in-use user profile is set to unre
stricted. This avoids unnecessary checks being performed.
In a simple scenario, parental control has two status,
namely on and off, where on represents restricted access and
off represents unrestricted access. The security service may
of course maintain some mapping between its own available
status, and the status offered by different websites. This is
likely to be required where different websites offer differing
numbers and degrees of status.
Following the parental control status check, and the reset
ting of the website status if required, the security service
allows the URL submission to proceed. As the parental con
trol status is now correctly set at the relevant website, the
download request will be allowed or denied by the website
depending upon the set status.
FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating the above web brows
ing control method. In line with the process described above,
the security service provides and maintains, at step SI,
addresses for websites having access control mechanisms. At
step S2, the security service registers a local access control
status for each user profile established at the client computer,
and at step S3 intercepts website access attempts at the client
computer. At step S4, the security service suspends the inter
cepted access attempt, and checks if the request is directed to
a website known to have an access control mechanism. At
step S5, if the request is directed to such a website, the check
status instructions are obtained locally, and a check made to
determine if the website status conforms with the local status.
Finally, at step S6, if it is determined that the status do not
match, status change instructions are obtained locally, and the
website status changed to match the local status
FIG. 3 illustrates schematically a computer 11 configured
to implement the method of FIG. 1. The computer comprises
hardware components 12 and software components 13 for
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implementing various functionality including the security
functions discussed above. In addition, user interface func
tions 14 are implemented to allow a user to interact with the
computer, whilst an interface 15 to the Internet allows the
computer to interact with web servers and other internet ser
vices. Considering further the security functions, these com
prise a registration unit 16 for registering an access control
status, and a monitoring unit 17 for detecting an attempt to
access a website having an access control mechanism. This
monitoring unit 17 operates further as discussed above, to
suspend the access attempt if it is directed to a website having
an access control mechanism, and to compare the access
control status registered at the client computer with an access
control status currently registered at the website and, if these
do not correspond, to change the access control status regis
tered at the website to correspond with that registered at the
client computer.
It will be appreciated by the person skilled in the art that
various modifications may be made to the above described
embodiments without departing from the scope of the present
invention. For example, the security mechanism may imple
ment a function to prevent a user changing a website’s access
control status once an initial access has beenmade. This could
involve preventing the user from accessing or changing a
specific access control web page ofthe website and/or access
ing a web page for creating a new profile.
In a further modification, the security mechanism may
comprise a function for returning a reset website access con
trol status to its original setting following the logging off of a
controlled user. For example, a child may log onto a website
using his or her parent’s website account. The security
mechanism will change the access control status at the web
site to match the child’s local access status. When the child
subsequently closes the browser or otherwise terminates the
session, the security mechanism will return the website
access status to its original (i.e. parent) setting.
The invention claimed is:
1. A method of controlling access to web content at a client
computer, the method comprising:
registering an access control status at the client computer
for each of one or more user profiles established at the
client computer, the access control status determining a
level of access a user at the client computer has to con
tent on a plurality ofwebsites having respective different
access control mechanisms;
detecting an attempt to access one of said websites having
an access control mechanism, where detecting an
attempt to access one of said websites includes inter
cepting outgoing http requests and, in response, sus
pending the access attempt and comparing said access
control status registered at the client computer with an
access control status currently registered at the website
and, when these do not correspond, changing the access
control status registered at the website to correspond
with that registered at the client computer.
2. A method according to claim 1 and comprising provid
ing at the client computer a list ofweb addresses, each address
corresponding to a website having an access control mecha
nism allowing access to certain content to be controlled, said
step of detecting an attempt to access a website having an
access control mechanism comprising comparing a web
address associated with the access attempt against web
addresses in said list.
3. A method according to claim 1, wherein said step of
comparing an access control status registered at the client
computer with an access control status currently registered at
the website comprises downloading from the website to the

client computer a webpage indicating the access control sta
tus currently registered at the website, and checking the value
of a status field within that webpage.
4. A method according to claim 3 and comprising main
taining an address of said webpage at the client computer,
mapped to the corresponding web address in said list.
5. A method according to claim 1, wherein said step of
changing the access control status registered at the website to
correspond with that registered at the client computer com
prises downloading from the website a status change
webpage allowing the setting of parental control status reg
istered at the website and submitting a change request using
said status change webpage.
6. A method according to claim 3 and comprising main
taining an address of said status change webpage at the client
computer and instructions for making a status change,
mapped to the corresponding web address in said list.
7. A method according to claim 1 and comprising main
taining at the client computer a list of addresses for websites
having access control mechanisms against which access
requests are compared, and further maintaining instructions,
for each such website, for checking and altering that access
control status of the website.
8. A method according to claim 1 and comprising, follow
ing the changing of an access control status registered at the
website, subsequently returning that status to its original state
following the termination of a browsing session.
9. A method according to claim 8 and comprising, follow
ing the changing of an access control status registered at the
website, subsequently preventing further changes to that sta
tus at least for the duration of the browsing session.
10. A non-transitory computer readable memory storing a
computer program for causing a client computer to control
access to web content at the client computer, the computer
program causing the client computer to:
register an access control status at the client computer for
each of one or more user profiles established at the client
computer, the access control status determining a level
of access a user at the client computer has to content on
a plurality of websites having respective different access
control mechanisms; detect an attempt to access one of
said websites having an access control mechanism,
where to detect an attempt to access one of said websites
includes intercepting outgoing http requests and, in
response, suspend the access attempt and compare said
access control status registered at the client computer
with an access control status currently registered at the
website and, when these do not correspond, change the
access control status registered at the website to corre
spond with that registered at the client.
11. A computer system configured to operate as a client
computer to provide a user with access to web content over
the Internet, the computer comprising:
a memory and a processor;
a registration unit for registering an access control status
for each of one or more user profiles established at the
client computer, the access control status determining a
level of access a user at the client computer has to con
tent on a plurality ofwebsites having respective different
access control mechanisms; and
a monitoring unit for detecting an attempt to access one of
said websites having an access control mechanism,
where detecting an attempt to access one of said web
sites includes intercepting outgoing http requests and, in
response, for suspending the access attempt and com
paring said access control status registered at the client
computer with an access control status currently regis-
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tered at the website and, when these do not correspond,
changing the access control status registered at the web
site to correspond with that registered at the client com
puter.
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